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Surat: Residents of Jiav-Budia village

in Choriyasi taluka are up in arms

against the city's leading chemical

and dye manufacturing company for

allegedly disposing hazardous

chemical waste and violating the

environmental laws.

Over 200 villagers from Jiav-Budia

village led by Kantha Vibhag Yuva

Koli Samaj Parivartan Trust submitted

a memorandum to the district

collector on Tuesday demanding

action against Colortex group, a

chemical and dyes manufacturing

company, under the environment

laws. They alleged that dumping of

hazardous waste by the company

was dangerous for lives of hundreds

of villagers.

Leaders of Parivartan Trust said that

the company is allotted the

Treatment Stabilisation Disposal

Facilities (TSDF) site at Jiav village

approved by the Gujarat Pollution

Control Board (GPCB). Sometime

ago, the trust had given a complaint

to the GPCB regarding violation of

the environment law at the TSDF site.

However, GPCB had only ordered

closure of the cell number 2 and 3 at

the TSDF site.

President of Parivartan Trust, Jayesh

Patel told TOI, "When GPCB denied

permission, the company disposed

around four to five truck load of

hazardous waste at Jiav TSDF site on

late Monday night. Despite the

protest from the villagers, the

company staff went away from the

site by disposing the hazardous

waste. This is a clear violation of the

GPCB order and that the company

should face legal action."

Patel added, "Life of over 4,000

villagers has become hell. The

hazardous waste chemical water has

seeped into the ground and it

affected the ground water tables."

Environment activist MHS Shaikh

said, "The state government and

GPCB board have cancelled the

permission of using cell number 2

and 3 pending the CRZ clearance and

environmental clearance since

February 2016. The TSDF land was to

be kept open, but the company has

illegally constructed storage yard.

This is a clear violation of

environmental law and serious case

of criminal conspiracy."

Shaikh added, "We have asked the

state government and GPCB to

immediately take action to ensure

proper disposal of hazardous waste."

Colortex group's spokesperson, Kirit

Gandhi told TOI, "We have not

disposed any hazardous waste as

claimed by the villagers at the site.

The required permission as per the

CRZ rules for operating cell number 2

and 3 has been received from the

competent authority."
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Surat: Surat City Congress Committee

took out a morcha with residents of

Kotda Maholla on Tuesday to

municipal corporation headquarters

here to demand justice for people

whose houses were demolished by

the local body during road

realignment work.

City unit Congress president

Hasmukh Desai met municipal

commissioner Milind Torwane and

said some SMC officials had acted

irresponsibly by demolishing the

houses of people even when there

was no need in Lal Darwaja area.

"There was 30 feet realignment to be

done but demolition up to 40 feet

was carried out," Desai said.

Torwane promised to take action

against those officials who strayed

from their mandate.

Meanwhile, BJP MP from Navsari CR

Paatil sent a letter to municipal

commissioner and standing

committee chairman seeking justice

for people who have suffered wrongly

during the realignment drive by the

civic body. He advised SMC to carry

out demolition drives only after

providing alternative arrangement to

the affected people.
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The onset of the Covid-19 pandemic

and the subsequent lockdown in

early 2020 brought about a slew of

changes to life and lifestyles across

the globe. As people became

homebound, they started looking for

engaging ways to stay entertained

and this led to a significant impact on

mobile gaming. The need for thrill

and excitement drove a huge part of

the population to subscribe to various

forms of e-sports. This not only

accelerated overall trends in the

gaming arena but also shot India to

the number one spot in mobile game

downloads worldwide. As per data by

SensorTower, the country clocked a

whopping 7.3 billion installs in the

first nine months of 2020 and

enjoyed a market share of 17% in

terms of the installs volume. With

user engagement and playing time

bursting at the seams, gaming

companies became laser-focused on

bringing the most engaging formats.

However, one game that particularly

enjoyed unprecedented growth in

2020 and stole the show was online

poker!

Online poker is the new definition of

unlimited entertainment in India.

Multiplayer poker apps are now

giving us a chance to experience the

limitless thrill of playing poker with

real people while also winning real

cash right from the comfort of our

homes. Amping up this excitement

for poker in India is Spartan Poker,

one of India’s leading digital gaming

platforms that have been

instrumental in propelling 600%

growth of poker gaming in the

country! The platform has a host of

tournaments, rewards, and highly

engaging activities for both amateurs

and experts looking for their next big

pot! And guess what, to take this love

for poker to greater heights, Spartan

Poker is now back with the 11th

edition of India Online Poker

Championship (IOPC)- its flagship live

tournament series that is touted to

be India’s most popular poker event.

Some of the finest poker players will

be competing for the reward and the

most coveted crown that’s got

everybody talking. Spartan Poker’s

IOPC is one of the highest paying

GTD Live Poker championships in

India, and this time too, the 21-day

event will see the best in the business

battle for the crown, prize pool,

tournaments, and whooping cash

prizes.

 can rightly be called the

olympiad of poker in India and we

take a look at why this championship

is as big as poker can get!

A highly successful poker

tournament since its inception

If we are to trace the India Online

Poker Championship right from the

beginning, we will witness how it

single handedly led to the boom of

poker in India. Whether it is the

record-breaking number of

participants, the whooping prize

money, or the rigorous fights for the

coveted IOPC crown, Spartan Poker

has made this tournament exciting to

the hilt. There has been a huge leap

in Spartan Poker’s GTD (Guaranteed

Prize Pool) over the last six years

which can be termed as a milestone

in the online poker industry. From 12

Lakhs GTD in 2015, it scaled up to 14+

CR GTD in 2018, and now in July, 2021,

the GTD stands at a whopping 30 CR.

If this isn’t big, what is? Additionally,

IOPC offers immense recognition to

all poker players apart from the high

prize money. The winning amount for

the IOPC main event winners has

also catapulted from INR 1,65,OOO in

2015 (won by Vivekanand Singh) to

INR 59,33,000 and INR 47,64,266 in

2020 (won by Anurag Srivastava and

Harshit Sanghi respectively). This

makes it pretty certain that IOPC has

been getting better over the years,

bringing forward the finest

opportunities and twinkling

treasures.

IOPC 2021: Bigger than all previous

editions with the best gaming

experience and awards

Poker enthusiasts who are eagerly

waiting for IOPC 2021 should know

that this year’s championship is

going to be one grand event. As

participants proceed for

#MissionKhazana, a 30CR GTD at

IOPC, the thrill of online poker will be

10 times higher with hidden treasures

that can be discovered by putting

one’s best skills to use. IOPC 2021

features the highest GTD even

among the last 11 editions (both

online and offline) and lines up a

string of interesting events. The 22-

day series commences from July 11

and is calling forward every poker

enthusiast to showcase their strategy

and skill to hunt the offered GTD.

 will involve players

searching for hidden treasures like

the gold plus silver Badge of Honor

and Diamond studded 18K Gold

Crown.

It features about 140 tournaments,

among which there are 6 Marquee

tournaments like Blaze of Glory (1 CR

GTD), IOPC United (1.5 CR GTD), High

Roller (1 CR GTD), GTD Legends (1.75

CR GTD), GTD Super Highroller (1.4 CR

GTD) and The Crown (3.5 CR GTD).

IOPC further features a Diamond

Studded Gold Crown event and

various IOPC badges. The poker

mastermind participates in all these

categories in its hunt for the ultimate

title which will happen between 11th

July to 1st August 2021. The series will

offer all segments of players a

platform to showcase their gameplay

with live streaming of its Marquee

Tournaments. IOPC July 2021 will also

include various kinds of gameplay

like PLO, and Texas Holdem for both

small and big players. If you are

planning to participate in the India

Online Poker Championship, you

should also know that the

tournament will honour gold and

silver badges to all its winners, and

the Crown to its Main Event winner.

Further, IOPC will also have around

India Online Poker Championship

(IOPC)

#MissionKhazana
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Further, IOPC will also have around

42 players streaming their IOPC

tournament on YouTube, Twitch and

other streaming channels.

To add to the excitement quotient,

the series will have daily highlights of

professional women poker player

Nikita Luther and actor Siddhant

Kapoor along with approximately 42

players live streaming their IOPC

tournament on YouTube, Twitch and

other streaming channels. The

championship aspires to challenge

the brightest minds in the country

with the highest IQs to put their best

game plan forward and take-home

high-stake prizes and a chance to win

the grand crown.

The series have also announced their

commentary panel for this high-

profile tournament. The list features

avid poker players Goonjan Mall,

Zarvan Tamboli and Kanchan Sharma

The real test of one’s strategy and

skills

Not many people know that online

poker is the ultimate test of one’s

thinking ability. It is a test of one’s

strategy, memory and attentiveness

and goes a long way in helping

people make better decisions. When

it comes to this factor, IOPC by

Spartan Poker is one championship

that allows players to test their skills

and motivates them to sharpen their

real-life capabilities. This is quite

evident in the kind of intricate

challenges that the championship

has designed for the

#MissionKhazana hunt. For instance,

when it comes to the Treasure Hunt

event, tournament participants have

to take multiple strategy decisions to

build their path towards becoming

the winner. A player has to make

planned moves throughout the

tournament that requires them to

decide smartly every move they

make. All the 140 tournaments are

highly competitive events across

unseen territories and this will be a

real test of a participant’s strategic

prowess.

Inspiring poker players across the

nation

IOPC 2020 saw about 90,990

participants and considering this

year’s GTD is 30 CR, the number of

participants is set to be even more.

The tournament has brought forward

better and bigger events every year in

terms of prize money and play

quality. This has in turn inspired many

poker players to become a part of the

tournament. The incredible journey

of success of the IOPC main event

winners has also made the

tournament extremely popular. For

instance, the 2020 main event winner

Harshit Sanghi crushed the final

table for Rs. 47.33 lakhs* along with

the regal 18k pure gold IOPC Crown.

Anurag Srivastava was another

winner of 2020 who clocked a

whopping amount of INR 59,33,000.

Success journeys of players like this

are inspiring many people across the

country to hop onto the Poker

bandwagon. IOPC has endeavoured

to deliver a quality gaming

experience and is amping up the

excitement with a better quality of

play every season.

Ease of participation

For new players, embarking on the

poker journey can be confusing. But

Spartan Poker makes this extremely

easy for both amateurs and experts

by keeping the rules of the India

Online Poker Championship

absolutely clear apart from

maintaining transparency in

transactions. Any poker enthusiast

can enter IOPC by following the

guidelines stated on the Spartan

Poker website and the process takes

just a few minutes. The terms and

conditions listed out for IOPC

practically explain the tournament to

first-time participants so that they

can enjoy easy and confident

participation in all the winning

events. For further understanding,

the schedule for IOPC with the dates

revealing the treasure has also been

revealed on the Spartan Poker

website. What else could one ask for?

IOPC’s success in the Indian poker

industry explains how online poker is

now one of the most engaging

games that comes with high action

and rewards. This tournament is the

right time to start your poker career

with various world-class events lined

up to help you earn some big bucks.

 and get set for 22 days of high-

powering poker action!

Disclaimer: The above content is non-

editorial, and TIL hereby disclaims any

and all warranties, expressed or

implied, relating to the same. TIL

does not guarantee, vouch for or

necessarily endorse any of the above

content, nor is it responsible for them

in any manner whatsoever. Please

take all steps necessary to ascertain

that any information and content

provided is correct, updated and

verified.

Check out the terms and conditions

today
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Surat: Surat Municipal Corporation

(SMC) proposes to come out with a

legal framework which will deal with

encroachments and support the

Smart City concept enunciated by

the central government. The people-

centric legal framework would not

only tackle encroachments, but help

create hawker zones, food plazas and

night bazaars in the city. The city

could see a revolutionary thing such

as a shop on the main road using

margin as parking during day time

and allowing its use as a coffee place

in the evening hours. This is a

common sight in many cities of

Europe.

"It is a norm at many places abroad to

make multiple uses of major areas of

the city. We need to have a legal

framework on this after getting

proper guidance from state and

central governments. This will resolve

the issue of temporary

encroachments on urban space.

Public spaces should be put to

multiple uses and existing legal

structure does not allow it. We need

to rework the law and make it more

citizen-oriented," municipal

commissioner Milind Torwane said.

Reclaiming of the streets by public,

setting up of a temporary food zone

and night bazaar are concepts of

tactical urbanization, which bring

people closer. It is for people to

decide what they want, Torwane

added.

"We would be making new policies

for Surat to make it smart in real

sense. There won't be need for the

hawkers to encroach upon public

space anymore," SMC standing

committee chairman Rajesh Desai

said.
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